Article #10
The Excruciating Importance in Listening to Video Games
Music
Revolutionary Prediction by Adam Simpson
Some of you might find this quite funny and would be wondering why video games music is
so important. Look at it like this. For example, if we look at the video game console PlayStation
4 (by Sony), they would be paying huge amounts of money to a composer and then that
composer would be creating music for that world recognized video game console.
Now, to take this another step further, what a lot of people do not know or cannot see is that
1) It has proper counterpoint writing.
2) Some of these video games are more than a CD long and you are receiving a whole
multi-movement suite or overture work.
3) The music is fantastic.
4) The instruments or the sounds are IN…...OUR…..TIME (so therefore,
much more technologically based).
5) The music is IN…...OUR…..TIME!
6) Some of the music requires high playing abilities to perform such as for solo piano.
A perfect example from the above points is a video game called Final Fantasy 7 by the name
of the composer Nobuo Uematsu. People are still buying his music, making arrangements of
his music and are performing his music. The Final Fantasy franchise has made a legacy. Have
a look at the following.

Tifa’s Theme for solo piano composed by Nobuo Uematsu.

The track list for the Final Fantasy 7 REMAKE video game on PlayStation 4. It states the
composer’s names and who has done the arrangements.

Also, what I REALLY hope is that if there are any
- musicologists
- music composition and
- instrumental teaching academics
who are perhaps reading this realize the level of importance in this and start making
changes or making progress in any form of way such as in texts books, courses etc.

Thank you so much in giving up your time in reading this.

Your sincerely,

Adam Simpson (Maestro)
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